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LAST WORD

Evolution of
the Protest

Words: Jamie Christian Desplaces
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Auckland: 27 July, 2013. They came, they marched, they chanted. Their
rightful ire directed against the GCSB Bill which further empowers
New Zealand’s spy agency to conduct more stringent tab-keeping of
its populace. Above a sea of heads placards carried slogans of wit,
profundity and the odd profanity too. In towns across the country, there
was a fine turnout.

Some faces were hidden behind that
famous Guy Fawkes mask, now more
associated with hacktivist group Anonymous
(the corporate giants manufacturing that
mask must be making a killing. Maybe they
make the Che Guevara t-shirts too). Led by
legendary Kiwi campaigner John Minto,
the march proceeded down Queen Street
and towards the US Embassy building,
where supportive cries for Bradley Manning,
Edward Snowden and Kim Dotcom
filled the crisp, cool afternoon air. Minto
produced a pair of old boots and duly threw
them onto the consulate’s awning in disgust.
It was a symbolic gesture, he later told me,
in honour of the Iraqi journalist who hurled
his shoes at George W. Bush. “There’s been
hundreds of boots thrown up there over the
years,” says Minto. How refreshing it would
be, I thought, if he pulls off the unthinkable
and secures the mayorship of Auckland.

Malcolm is suspicious of the agenda of
the mainstream media, but says their
journalism must not die at the expense
of unaccountable internet news sites.
His interest in activism was born from
a Greenpeace meeting. Malcolm has
respect for the organisation and the
work they do, but they are limited, they
are “corporate”. They are part of the
capitalist system coming up with capitalist
options to make capitalism fairer. But it is
capitalism that is the problem.

I am handed a flyer by a member of
Socialist Aotearoa. I ask if he’d care to
chat. He would. His name is Malcolm.
“Days like this inspire me,” he says.
“There must be at least two thousand
people here. The GCSB Bill has a lot of
intellectuals against it, there are lawyers
here. It’s a global issue too, which helps
raise awareness.”

Following the march, the Anonymous
group hacked into the National Party’s
website and disabled many of its
politicians’ pages, including that of the
Prime Minister. John Minto tells me the
likes of Anonymous should be applauded
and we should be thankful that there
are such groups organised against the
corporate world. Though, he says, he

“I was born in the 60s and was told that
I must go to uni and get a good job,”
Malcolm says. “But that’s not the reality
of the world.” The dissenters may not be
many, he adds, but they must continue in
order to show there are alternative ideas.
The biggest threat to government is the
freedom of ideas.

Above:
Protesters on Auckland’s Queen Street express their anger at the GCSB Bill

doesn’t always agree with their tactics. Kim
Dotcom was unimpressed with their act,
pointing out the hypocrisy of attacking
a government policy of cyber-spying by
bringing down that very government’s
very own system. It was a truly modernage approach to a truly age-old action.
The ultimate symbol of government or
corporate failure: the protest.

PAST NOTES
The Ancient Greeks not only gave us
the world democracy, but were the first
to express concerns about the morality
of slavery, to contemplate the meaning
of what it is to be free. The fifth century
BC saw the birth of Mohism and its
intrinsic disapproval of war. The Roman
Empire suffered the wrath of Jewish
discontentment and British breast-beating
led by the formidable Boudicca. Nearly
two thousand years later, the British were
then at the receiving end of arguably the
most famous example of civil disobedience
as Mahatma Ghandi peacefully led the
overthrow of an empire. His philosophies in
turn inspired the likes of Nelson Mandela
and Martin Luther King, Jnr. Prior
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to that were revolutions in Russia, China,
the US, Latin America and France to name
but a few. The Suffragette movement
led to women being granted the right
to vote. The Tiananmen Square protests
of 1989 offered the most iconic of ‘us
against them’ images, the lonely whiteshirted figure bravely standing his ground
against a cocked, creeping tank. As I type
this, hundreds of Egyptian families are
mourning the loss of loved ones following
one of the most shocking state-sponsored
massacres in living memory.
The 1960s, with the birth of flower power,
free love and spiritual enlightenment,
was perhaps the most politically-charged
and socially-motivated decade in history.
Kalle Lasn, film maker, author, editor
and co-founder of Adbusters, recalls
the time well. “I remember marvelling
at how it was possible to get tens of
thousands of people snake-dancing
through the streets,” he says, his tone
infectiously enthusiastic. “It was a sense
of empowerment that has stayed with me
ever since; a feeling that I do count.”
It is a feeling he has inspired in others
around the globe, for Lasn was also one
of the brains behind one of the grandest
protest movements in modern times:
Occupy Wall Street.
“The United States has become a
corporate state and we thought if they
can have regime change in Egypt, why
not in America,” he tells me. “We wanted
to capitalise on that by occupying the
iconic heart of global capitalism on Wall
Street. As soon as we launched that first
meme [the iconic image of the ballerina
atop the bull] we thought something
could happen. But of course we were
surprised when it started spreading.
Suddenly, there were 1,500 occupations
happening around the world.”
Though a founding-father of the
movement, Lasn distances himself from
ownership of it. The concept of leadership
is perhaps at odds with his idealism. I ask
if he believes in leaders.
“You can get a lot done without having
too many leaders now – look at Brazil,
Turkey and Occupy. But if you want
to go beyond just pulling off mass
protests, you need more from smaller
groups. Ultimately if we’re to have a
global spring like students rising to
shift the economic paradigm then I
think you’ll find at each university for
example, there will be a leader.”
Do you believe that power ultimately
corrupts?
“That’s often been the case but it doesn’t
mean we should give up. If you look
at any revolutionary movement, the

It is a feeling he has
inspired in others
around the globe for
Lasn was also one of
the brains behind one
of the grandest protest
movements in modern
times: Occupy Wall
Street. “The United States
has become a corporate
state and we thought if
they can have regime
change in Egypt, why not
in America,” he tells me.
“We wanted to capitalise
on that by occupying
the iconic heart of global
capitalism on
Wall Street.”

trajectory begins with exceptional people
doing exceptional things that catalyse
the process. If it goes wrong, it doesn’t
mean the original inspiration wasn’t for
the good.”
I ask what the most significant difference
is between protests now and those of the
1960s. The answer is blindingly obvious:
social media.

#occupy
“Social media is a game changer,” says
Lasn. “You can organise flash mobs and
get a huge number of people out on
the street instantly.” Indeed, such has
been its role that certain movements
have been termed Twitter Revolutions,
namely revolts in Moldova, Iran, Tunisia
and Egypt. Famously, Facebook is
either censored or outright blocked
in China, certain Southeast Asian and
Middle Eastern nations. The Occupy
Movement itself may never have
happened without those tweets and
Facebook uploads.
“People say it’s fizzled out, but that’s
bullshit,” says Lasn. “Pussy Riot
and everything that has happened
in Istanbul and Rio is proof that the
young people are waking up. I see an
escalation of national movements, and

I see them getting together to form a
global spring. I think we’re winning.”
Dr Colin Cremin is senior lecturer of
Sociology at Auckland University and
the author of two books, iCommunism
and Capitalism’s New Clothes:
Enterprise, Ethics and Enjoyment in
Times of Crisis. He offers a more sober
assessment of social media’s impact, at
least within the West. “The danger of
social media is its short-termism,” he
says. “Big rallies in short periods often
lack structure. In terms of numbers,
they look impressive but give a false
impression of the strength of the Left.
It has encouraged a level of hubris
among the Left, that they are in the
ascendency, but I’m not so sure that’s
the case.”
In July 33 million Egyptians gathered
against the nation’s new government,
the biggest protest in history. A bitter
irony is that while we are freer in
the West to carry out such actions,
it is those actions under oppressive
governments which seem to yield
greater results.
“One of the West’s flaws is that
we don’t care all that much,” says
Lasn. “Look at all those millions who
marched against the Iraq war in 2003. It
felt like a bit of fun, there was nothing
really invested in our guts. Whereas
in Tahrir Square for example, when
people were standing against a corrupt
autocracy, then people were fully
committed.”
“I don’t think people are apathetic,”
adds John Minto, “rather they are
disillusioned. There were people on the
GCSB march who had never marched
before in their lives. People are
interested in politics, but they have lost
faith in democracy.”
I ask Dr Cremin if we confuse capitalism
with freedom and democracy. He says
that we do, but what’s worse is that
we associate capitalism with pleasure.
It is a pleasure under false pretences
for we are not as free as we would
like to believe. Sure, hard work has
its rewards, but it’s usually those in
charge who benefit most. Even Homer
Simpson realised that the capitalist
machine is ultimately “oiled by the
blood of the workers”.
“We could look at work that is socially
rewarding instead of creating a profit
for a small class,” says Cremin. “We
don’t have to deny the satisfaction that
capitalism promises. We just have to
make sure it delivers.”
Lasn, Minto and Cremin all warn
that it is not just the damage to our
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Kalle Lasn thinks the
dominance of the West
is coming to an end.
“There is something
fundamentally wrong
with a society built upon
the rock of individual
rights,” he says. “In the
West, something has
been lost in the wash,
something about love,
solidarity and empathy.
About working together.
These are deep values
that used to fuel our
culture.”

Left:
Kalle Lasn

economies and society we should
fear if corporate power is allowed to
continue unchecked; the very existence
of our species could be at risk through
the continuation of global warming.

HOPE AND THE FUTURE
Dr Cremin states protests alone are not
enough. Social fragmentation has left the
Left vulnerable and stronger connections
between communities and the workplace
must be developed.
“We need to look more closely at
the ideologies of today’s movements
and the level of their commitment to
long-term change,” he says. “These
movements require those at the core of
a labour economy to strike.” The only
way capitalism can be challenged is to
undermine the ability of capital to circulate,
to affect production, distribution and
exchange. “A protest can block streets and
shopping malls,” continues Cremin, “but it
requires a lot of people who are then often
exposed to state violence. We need to
place more emphasis on what we can do
within institutions.”
Kalle Lasn thinks the dominance of the
West is coming to an end. “There is

something fundamentally wrong with a
society built upon the rock of individual
rights,” he says. “In the West, something
has been lost in the wash, something
about love, solidarity and empathy.
About working together. These are deep
values that used to fuel our culture.”
He suggests the implementation of
“radical transparency” whereby people
are more involved with their nations’
affairs and their politicians held to
greater account. He admits things must
remain secret, for the sake of security,
but 99 per cent of what is proposed
by elected officials should be open to
scrutiny by their electorate. “How dare
they,” he says, “start wars under false
pretences and in my name. We must
live in a world without secrets where
whistleblowers are celebrated. We must
live in a world without corporate bailouts
and climate change. We must capture
the imagination of the seven billion of us
that live on this planet.”
Minto believes that once we cease to
be angry about injustice, then we have
lost our humanity, but Dr Cremin fears
there is a lack of will to reform. Stronger,
more articulate pro-emancipation voices
are needed, he says. The West needs an
invigorated Left to counter the interests

of those in power. Perhaps through
another economic meltdown, significant
change is inevitable. We must hope it
can be steered in a positive direction.
“There is no guarantee that the outcome
would be in our universal interest,” says
Cremin. “That’s something we must work
towards. We can start doing that now.
Humans have incredible capacity for
thought and for creation. We could do
wonderful things with our lives but so
few us our able to realise it in a way that
is individually or socially fulfilling. That’s
something worth fighting for.”

